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Purpose

• Why is historic preservation important?
• Does our process bring value to this work?
• Does our process serve the diversity of 

Madison?
• How does historic preservation intersect 

with
• Climate Change
• Housing
• Indigenous Knowledge



NAPC Messaging Guide: Language & Purpose

p.16 p.31



NAPC Messaging Guide: Topics

• Change and Balance
• Shared Stake in the Future
• Affordable Housing
• Density
• Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Anti-Racism
• Health and Well-Being
• Local Economy
• Sustainability and Climate Change



Relevancy Guidebook: Project Principles

• History is important to humanity
• Places are important to people’s mental and physical 

wellbeing
• People have a right to place
• Preservationists want to help more people save places 

that matter to them and to their community
• Preservation practice should not only be equal, but 

equitable
• Communities should not only be involved in 

discussions, but also be in the lead on decision-making



Relevancy Guidebook: Key Findings

1. Dismantle our culture of preciousness
2. Create a just preservation movement
3. Preserve and create affordable housing
4. Fight climate change through preservation
5. Connect preservation to health and wellness
6. Create more preservation jobs
7. Tell better stories
8. Practice values-based fundraising with an abundance 

mindset

“Preservation needs to put a 
higher value on significance 
over integrity” (p. 30)



Relevancy Guidebook: 
Where Do We Go From Here?

• Make community engagement, reevaluation and 
evolution our foundation

• Create a preservation movement that is accessible, 
inclusive, just and relevant, and

• Ensure a future where everyone and anyone can save, 
maintain and reuse places that matter to them and to 
their community

“JUSTICE PREVENTS 
PRESERVATION FROM 
BECOMING A WEAPON 
When only a small group 
of people know how to 
navigate preservation 
regulation, those who 
know it can use it as a 
weapon against those who 
are less familiar.” (p. 46)



Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

• Policy Statements (2023)
• Climate Change
• Housing
• Indigenous Knowledge

• Report and Recommendations on the Application and Interpretation of Federal 
Historic Preservation Standards (2024)



Advisory Council on Historic Preservation:
Report on SOI

• Short Term
• Focused on consistency of interpretation and bureaucratic structural issues

• Medium Term
• Expand treatment options to include: stabilization, relocation, intentional release, 

deconstruction
• Graduate the NRHP



Madison Historic Preservation Program

• How does this apply to us?
• Where can we be doing more?
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